DRAFT AGENDA

Meeting
Thursday 23 April 2015, 9.00 – 12.30
Brussels
Room: Paul-Henri Spaak (3C050)

1. Adoption of agenda
2. Chair’s announcements
   (including endorsement of Coordinators' recommendations)

   PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL TIME SLOTS ARE ONLY INDICATIVE AND ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE DURING THE MEETING.

23 April 2015, 9.00 – 10.00

3. Joint Operational Team (JOT) "Mare"
   LIBE/8/03181
   • Presentation by Europol and the European Commission
23 April 2015, 10.00 – 10.30

4. Safe use of remotely piloted aircraft systems (RPAS), commonly known as unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), in the field of civil aviation

LIBE/8/02807
2014/2243(INI) COM(2014)0207

Rapporteur Soraya Post (S&D)
for the opinion
Responsible: TRAN – Jacqueline Foster (ECR) DT – PE554.842v01-00

• Exchange of views
• Deadline for tabling amendments: 12 June 2015, 12.00

23 April 2015, 10.30 – 11.30

5. STOA study on Mass Surveillance (December 2014)

LIBE/8/03262

• Presentation of part 1: risks and opportunities raised by the current generation of network services and applications by Stefan Schuster, Project Director, TECNALIA Research & Innovation
• Presentation of part 2: technology foresight, options for longer term security and privacy improvements by Patrick de Graaf, Principal Consultant / lead Cybersecurity, Capgemini Consulting

23 April 2015, 11.30 – 12.15

6. Criteria and mechanisms for determining the Member State responsible for the application for international protection lodged in one of the Member States by a third-country national or a stateless person (recast version)

***II 2008/0243(COD) 15605/3/2012 – C7-0164/2013
T7-0255/2013 – T6-0377/2009

Rapporteur: Cecilia Wikström (ALDE)

• Presentation of the ECHR case Tarakhel v. Switzerland (application no. 29217/12) by the EP Legal Service

7. Judgment of the Court of Justice of the EU of 16 April 2015 in joint cases C 317/13 and C 679/13 (actions for annulment of Council Decision 2013/129/EU of 7 March 2013 on subjecting 4-methylamphetamine to control measures and Council Decision 2013/496/EU of 7 October 2013 on subjecting 5-(2-aminopropyl)indole to control measures)

LIBE/8/03273

• Presentation of the judgment by the EP Legal Service
8. **Judgment of the Court of Justice of the EU of 16 April 2015 in case C 540/13** (action for annulment of Council Decision 2013/392/EU of 22 July 2013 fixing the date of effect of Decision 2008/633/JHA concerning access for consultation of the Visa Information System (VIS) by designated authorities of Member States and by Europol for the purposes of the prevention, detection and investigation of terrorist offences and of other serious criminal offences)
   LIBE/8/03274
   • Presentation of the judgment by the EP Legal Service

23 April 2015, 12.15 – 12.30

9. **Question for written answer to the Commission of 13 February 2015 on the transposition of pre-Lisbon measures in the domains of judicial and police cooperation by Ignazio Corrao, Laura Ferrara, Monica Macovei, Elly Schlein, Barbara Spinelli, Caterina Chinnici, Dennis de Jong, Kashetu Kyenge, Luigi Morgano, József Nagy, Louis Michel, Carlos Coelho, Birgit Sippel, Ska Keller, Judith Sargentini, Juan Fernando López Aguilar, Péter Niedermüller, Roberta Metsola, Soraya Post, Gérard Deprez (E-002419-15)**
   LIBE/8/03261
   • Exchange of views pursuant to Rule 130(4) of the EP Rules of Procedure

10. **Any other business**

11. **Next meetings**
   • 6 May 2015, 9.00 – 12.30 and 15.00 – 18.30 (Brussels)
   • 7 May 2015, 9.00 – 12.30 and 15.00 – 18.30 (Brussels)